Abstract. There are many cryptographic protocols the security of which depends on the di culty of solving the discrete logarithm problem ( 8], 9], 14], etc.). In 10] and 18] it was described how to apply the number eld sieve algorithm to the discrete logarithm problem in prime elds. This resulted in the asymptotically fastest known discrete log algorithm for nite elds of p elements. Very little is known about the behaviour of this algorithm in practice. In this report we write about our practical experience with our implementation of their algorithm whose rst version was completed in
Introduction
The importance of the Discrete Logarithm Problem has its roots in its cryptographic signi cance. Many protocols in cryptography, for example the Digital Signature Standard 14] , are secure if the underlying Discrete Logarithm Problem is di cult to solve. A lot of algorithms have already been created to nd a solution to it and therefore to break one cryptosystem associated with it.
There is an early method which proves to be quite successful for groups of smooth orders, i.e. which have no large prime factor. It was published by Pohlig and Hellman 17] and independently by Silver. It can be improved by an idea of Shanks 19] . We actually use the very practical improvement of Pollard 16] . The rst of the class of index calculus algorithms to which the algorithm we discuss belongs to was published by Kraitchik It is based on the Number Field Sieve, a method which has already been used to factor integers ( 1], 2]).
If this algorithm proves to be valuable in practice, the security parameters of much implemented cryptosystems have to be thought over. In this report we write about our practical experience with our rst implementation of their algorithm whose rst version was completed in October 1994 at the Department of Computer Science at the Universit at des Saarlandes.
For our implementation we used the methods described in 10] and 18]. After a short description of their algorithm we show how the general problem can be treated conveniently. Furthermore we consider the running time in practice, and give some impressive results concerning the comparison with our implementation of the algorithm of Pohlig and Hellman, which has an expected running time of L p (1; 1 2 an integer m and a rational factorbase FB 1 . We denote by K the eld Q ]. We will work in the ring of integers O K K, a zero of f in C.
We choose an algebraic factor base FB 2 consisting of rst degree prime ideals with norm less than some bound. For a set M of integers and an integer l we say that l is M{smooth, if all the prime divisors of l lie in M. We call l to be m{smooth for an integer m, l is f1; : : :; mg{smooth. After the choice of the polynomial f and the factor bases FB 1 and FB 2 , the following conditions on f must be satis ed: It is convenient to transform the original discrete logarithm problem into an easier one, which means the numbers a; b are prime and smaller than a given bound. We require the following conditions on a and b and we will show how to change the original task appropriately. We give a brief description how this can be achieved.
1. We factor p ? 1 = Q r i=1 q ei i using the elliptic curve method because this method is fast enough for numbers having less than 40 digits.
2. We nd a generator g modulo p, which is in our rational factor base FB 1 . The primes of both factor bases were the rst-degree primes with norm less than 2400; no large primes were used. The sieving interval for c + dm; c + d was chosen as follows:
?4000000 c 4000000 1 d 500: The sieving procedure was performed on a Sparc ELC workstation with 16 MB RAM within 12 hours. The solution of the 728 703 linear system mod q was done on a Sparc ELC workstation with 64 MB RAM within 8 hours. The solutions of x mod 2 2 ; 3; 5 were easily to obtain by using the Pohlig{Hellman{ Shanks procedure. In the nal step we had to combine the results by using the Chinese{Remainder{ Algorithm and x = 256351350915151146893061 mod 1234567890123456789000420 was established. The solution of the 3500 3477 linear system mod q was obtained on a Paragon massively parallel system at KFA in J"ulich within 40 minutes on 60 nodes. The task was carried out by a structured Gauss implementation of Thomas Denny 6], which uses the LIP package of Arjen Lenstra 13] . The solutions of x mod 2 2 ; 3; 5 were easily obtained by using the Pohlig{Hellman{ Shanks procedure. In the nal step we had to combine the results using the Chinese-RemainderAlgorithm and x = 1761149741453474132304575201715643940920 mod 3108193812051968080419611909199224122908 was established.
Experimental Results of the Pohlig{Hellman Algorithm
The algorithm of Pohlig and Hellman works well in the case of q being small. We want to know how small the biggest prime factor q should be so that compared with the GNFS implementation this algorithm is faster. Our experimental results show that there is no reason to work with it if q 10 12 . As above, the computations have been done on a Sparc ELC workstation with 16 MB RAM (21 Mips). As the running time of both algorithms depends on the largest prime factor of p ? 1, we have used the hardest primes p, namely those primes where p?1 2 is a prime, too. So the amount of time needed to solve the whole problem can be viewed as the time to determine the solution in the subgroup of quadratic residues mod p which has order p? 1 We consider twenty discrete log problems, ten with primes of thirteen decimal digits and ten with primes of fteen decimal digits. DL{Problem Running time 2 
GNFS versus Pohlig{Hellman{Algorithm
We have solved the problems of the section before with our Number eld sieve implementation. We start with our choice for the 13{digit primes p. Here we have chosen a polynomial of degree 2 and m = 1388297.
If one takes m = p p instead, the average norm of c + is 3:38 10 9 , which is slightly larger compared to our choice of m, where we got 1:21 10 9 . Each factor base is bounded by a value between 200 and 300, so we expect to get between 100 and 140 factor base elements totally. So the polynomials are determined by m f(X) = X The large prime bounds are chosen as above.
In the following table we list the number of full relations, i.e. relations without large primes as well as the number of single large prime relations with either a large rational prime or a prime ideal with large norm and the number double large prime relations, i.e. a rational single large prime and an algebraic single large prime.
We have listed the running times of the sieve and the solution of the linear system mod q.
